
The Club of Unknowns 

This title defines my target audience, my 

current and potential readers, and the identity of 

what I read and write. What I am trying to do with 

philosophy is to frame the roof of a new tent under 

the sky in which man will be free. Only after an 

open-heartedness can we question the truth on a 

linguistic basis, and open our hearts to freedom as 

we digest logical questions. Socrates, al-Suhrawardi, 

Bruno, and many others, being faithful to the truth, 

accepted to be alone, to fall ill, to commit slow or 

direct suicide, and to be tortured and killed. They 

stood alone against the world. Today, many people 

still perish in the face of the evil, uncontrollable 

domination and fraudulent powers of the world. 

These people, who are precious to humanity, resist 

with the most naive and purest feelings, in order to 

preserve the flickering candlelight of their 

unrequited love within themselves and still choose 

loneliness and annihilation. From those closest to us 

to the farthest, these people, who have never               

.     The overnight roof window of Shaman tent        known each other and perhaps we do not even 

recognize, have a common feature that can be defined as “to stay away from daily reality, pleasure, 

pride, health, and finally life when it conflicts with the principles of reason and human dignity”. Like 

Shankars, Kemos, Ekins, we died after those who always went like this, and we were always born again 

with the existence of those who remained. They are so pure that they cannot describe themselves as 

pure. They do not be unfair, they do not break hearts; they carry every emotion and the human 

condition as a whole in every moment; good and evil, death and birth, defeat and victory, ice and 

flame, masculine and feminine are fused, and their emotions are in a state of balance, ready to 

celebrate or reject any imbalance. They are distant in order not to be a foolish tool to the egos of 

others as if they are innocent, they are close to encouraging the efforts of others to be universalized 

as if they are responsible; their philosophy of life is not laziness and nonsense, but non-stop labor. 

They are open to all possibilities and the poetic intoxication of being lost in nothingness. 

It is not easy to see what unknown, invisible people are against, and why they become invisible 

because of what they stand for. If you do not have a special and definite request, you will not be able 

to see our topic here. Because the subject is not on the surface, it is one floor below. If you look at the 

surface, you will see that people put forward their opinions in very justified oppositions. Communist 

(=devil) Russia and capitalist (=divine) America or Fraudulent imperialist (=devil) America and honest 

imperialist (= trustworthy) Russia; patriotic rightists and traitorous leftists or ignorant-religious rightists 

and anti-imperialist patriotic leftists, etc. If a philosophical anthropological point of view is missing, you 

do not have a measure in your hand to distinguish right from wrong. Those who support these views 

are all the same people, innocent, good people who take care of their human feelings and whose 

defense mechanisms can be managed. There are also those who exploit and manage human emotions. 

The characters and officials you see in the media, politicians, civil servants, policemen, scientists, 

executives are the pawns they put on the stage, and we all wait in line to be appreciated and rewarded 

with going on stage. Make us pawns too! Looking at the subject from this level is a more general that 



transcends Marxism. Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt captured the problem very well in this respect. 

The elephants do no longer care about the grass they step on. The minority of privileged people of the 

world have openly declared that they are waging war on us humanoids and attacking with all their 

might against our peacefully dividing a loaf of bread at home, loving one another, and being happy. 
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They make us produce everything from GMO food to weapons and sell them to us, and while 

we die, they brazenly express their gratitude to their families and gods. Since everyone is a part of the 

system, there is no longer any difference between these multi-ranked classes. Only the higher you go 

up in the system, the higher the crime rate. The problem is no longer the proletarian-bourgeois 

distinction. The problem for the people is finding a way to escape from this system and not feed the 

system against themselves, and find a way to preserve their identity and dignity in their own world, to 

create their livelihoods and lifestyles; in short, waking up, revolt and being reborn. Local government, 

cooperative and collectivist approaches, neo Avant-Garde art that represents the culture of local 

rebellion, spiritualist, Marxist, etc. a common ground of every culture has taken action. 

There is an ancient group of philosophers that I liken to myself and people like me in the face 

of history. In the 10th century, "Brethren of Purity" (Ihvan-i Safa) was the name given to an 

underground group of unknown and mysterious truth-seekers who studied mathematics and 

philosophy while hiding against the rusty sword of political evil that did define themselves as an 

absolute good. Those in power, who separated and deified themselves in front of the public, were 

sensitive to popular historical reality and had high social intelligence, but were too dishonest and 

opportunistic to take responsibility for their being historical truthful entities against history. They were 

too ignorant and ignorant to see the logic of the 

supra-historical, and too unscrupulous to mock 

innocence. Today, the situation has turned into 

global and absolute control with the support of 

artificial intelligence. As in the rest of the world, 

there is a population that is much more qualified 

and more crowded than the ones occupying the 

market, who have remained out of the arena of 

academia, media and politics, and continue their 

existence openheartedly. To explain that these 

lonely truth-seekers, who are unaware of each 

other and remain unconditionally loyal to the 

universality of justice, are not alone in their                            Ihvan-ı Safa (Brethren of Purity)   



loneliness, but on the contrary, they are a real   community that is the most honorable in history, truly 

exist in full sense, hidden even from themselves. The reason why I chose the title "Unknowns" is that 

my social circle, my colleagues, and my friends with whom I have chatted are composed of people with 

whom I have not met personally, and that people can actually communicate with themselves and me 

only if they could enter this world. The leftovers from the semblance of purity of our existence are only 

a blindly self-satisfying psychological garbage dump of history and a biological fertilizer.  
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The problem is to find a technique that will make us human again, at the beginning of a new 

history of what it means to be human. Therefore, archaic roots can only inspire us, because all the 

drugs we have are poisonous! We have to reinvent the wheel, the masonry, and what and how we 

associate things! Science, art and philosophy, which turned into an ideological toy of the great powers, 

became dysfunctional and turned into technology, craft and ideology. Today there is no legitimate 

science, art and philosophy, these disciplines have come to an end. Everything produced under these 

names is fake. What is lost is not these, but the humanity that realizes itself through them. Man has 

begun to undergo irreversible species degradation. People are in a state of bursting with the urge to 

oppose something, but they aim at their opponents without knowing what they will oppose, and they 

do not know on what basis they will start a counter-production and construct their future. The thing 

to oppose is the antagonistic culture, imperial ideologies, which has produced you, engulfed you, and 

created enmity for thousands of years, in short, everything you know to be true. You even have to tear 

down and restructure yourself. Man must go back to prehistory and remember what he was originally. 

If you do not give up on your stubbornness, humanity will end.  

 In the picture that I have colored as their emblem and pressed my Japanese seal to embody 

that the Club of Unknowns is a lost community that has truly existed throughout history, I understand 

it as the war of virtues within us, like the dialectic 

between purity and desires or Heaven and Earth 

and I symbolize it with the battle of the Phoenix and 

the Dragon. The main virtue of these people, who 

are exposed to all kinds of defamation, distorted, 

and even accused of being naive by dark people, is 

actually their naivety. As Heraclitus stated, naivety 

is the sign of wisdom. The maturity of civilization is 

that it suits children. I wish the anonymous 

community who strive to be purified from their egos 

and to be pure themselves, and whose sole purpose 

is not to break hearts and not be broken, and those 

ho support them, to strengthen the existence of 

their community by using this symbol against false 

goodness. Contrary to popular belief, I hope they 

see how crowded they are and how much they exist.   



“I REBEL, THEREFORE, I am HUMAN” 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I was so angry with the moon that I turned to such a dark night. 

I was so angry with the sultan that I became such a naked poor. 

The sultan of beauties said come and invited me to his house. 

I found a way and I rebelled against the way. 

If my lover abandons me and feigns reluctance, throw me into pains and confuses me, 

I will never say "Ah!" for once just to spite. I was angry with "Ah" too. 

Before you know, they try to attract me with gold.  

Next thing you know, they try to catch me with glory. 

However, I did never want any gold from him, I have already given up on glory. 

I am a piece of iron, running away from the magnet. 

I am a straw, evading the magnets. 

I am such a particle that rebels against the whole universe. 

I Rebel against air and earth, against fire and water. 

I rebel against six directions, five senses. 

What is even six or five? 

I am such a speck that I rebel against God the one.  

You cannot stand this word, because you are out of the flux. 

I even rebelled against the Sun because it resembled Shams. 

(…) 

In the shore of my eyes that was all sea, 

you had seen a savannah of love, you know, 

which was embraced with the twigs of saffron and the august roses. 

Don't forget that, but remember. (…) 

O Shams of Tabriz, 

My religion is love since I have seen your face. 

My religion boasts in your face, O beloved. 

Don't forget that! But do remember! 

                                                                Rumi, DIVAN-I KABIR  (Translated by Bilgic, Meric) 

 

 


